
Please use social media to share photos, videos or updates of your 
origami. Use the hashtag #CLEANOrigami tag us. The chosen winner 
using #CLEANOrigami and tagging @CLEANLinenLtd will receive a 
luxurious Belgravia Fortnum and Mason hamper worth £500.  

HOW TO GUIDE

Follow the instructions below to create stunning tablesettings and fold your Napkins into amazing shapes!
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Please Note  

1. Fold the napkin in half diagonally.
2. Fold down base 1/3 way.
3. Turn napkin over and roll from bottom to top.
4. Tuck corners inside cuff at base of fold and stand.
5. Turn one layer of point down and set on the base.
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CARDINAL’S HAT

1. Fold napkin in half diagonally.
2. Fold the corners to meet at top point.
3. Turn napkin over with points to the top, fold     

lower corner 2/3 way up.
4.  Fold back onto itself.
5.  Bring corners together tucking one into the 

other. Open base of fold and stand upright.



HOW TO GUIDE

Follow the instructions below to create stunning tablesettings and fold your Napkins into amazing shapes!

BIRD OF PARADISE
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Please Note  

1. Fold the napkin in half and then in half again.
2. Fold in half diagonally with points on the top and 

facing up.
3.  Fold left and right sides down along centre line, 

turning their extended points under.
4. Fold in half on long dimension with edges facing 

out.
5.  Pull up points & arrange on a fabric surface.
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CROWN

1. Fold the napkin in half diagonally.
2. Fold the corners to meet at top point.
3. Fold bottom point 2/3 way to top and fold 

back onto itself.
4. Turn napkin over bringing corners together, 

tucking one into theother.
5. Peel two top corners to make crown. Open 

base of fold and stand upright.

Please use social media to share photos, videos or updates of your 
origami. Use the hashtag #CLEANOrigami tag us. The chosen winner 
using #CLEANOrigami and tagging @CLEANLinenLtd will receive a 
luxurious Belgravia Fortnum and Mason hamper worth £500.  




